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Single Player RPG & Fantasy Game. "Ghost Stories" is a story about ghosts that will open the player to a magical and mysterious world, where
dangers will await, which sometimes do not seem scary ... and where, along with ghosts, you can meet other heroes who also want to get even

with evil ... Warhammer 40,000: Dawn of War is the sequel to the legendary Warhamm series. Players will meet in a new world - in Whiterun.
The module provides the ability to connect a single campaign. Playing it, you can appreciate the colorful 3D graphics, modern controls, a

bunch of different special effects. A computer quest is undoubtedly the best gift for those who are interested in technology or just want to have
fun. During the game, you can not only train your attentiveness and logic, but also get a huge charge of positive emotions. "Mortal Kombat -

Legacy of the Foe" is not just another part of the legendary franchise, but something more! Players will be transported back 20 years and
plunge into the history of the legendary "Big Battle" tournament, which was legendary and only thanks to which we can still see the games of
the Mortal kombat series: Heroes of Newerth and Mortality. A crazy action movie awaits you, in which there is no bad weather, countries and
borders, there is no need to freeze and point guns, there are only primitive instincts and only the thirst for murder that awaits you ahead. PC
version of the revived "Doom" from the creators of the original game. Advanced graphics and wonderful special effects, colorful locations,

incredible opponents, large monsters and much more! Earthworm Jim is a third-person adventure action game based on the story of a team of
schoolchildren who went to a scientific conference. Because of the adventure with real worms, bosses were added to the game, the fight against

which should decide the fate of the entire team. The game takes place in 2156 on the planet Pandora, known for its unique natural features.
The protagonist, Clark Kent, wakes up weeks after his ship crashes into the dome on Pandora, killing his best friends.SHADOWGUN

(Shadowgun) is a game built from scratch by talented developer Hidemi O
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